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Abstract
Surface mesh fairing by the mean curvature ﬂow and its various modiﬁcations have become a popular topic.
However, very few researches have been attempted on using the Gaussian curvature ﬂow in surface fairing. The
aim of this paper is to investigate such a problem. We ﬁnd that Gaussian curvature ﬂow can only be used to smooth
convex meshes. Hence, it cannot be used to smooth noisy surface meshes because a noisy surface mesh is not
convex. To overcome this difﬁculty, we design a new diffusion equation whose evolution direction depends on the
mean curvature normal and the magnitude is a properly deﬁned function of the Gaussian curvature. Experimental
results show that the designed fairing scheme can effectively remove the noise and simultaneously preserve the
sharp features, such as corners and edges.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and previous work
Many mesh fairing techniques have been proposed in recent years (see [4] for references), among them
the most important one is the Laplace fairing. In the Laplace fairing method, a diffusion-style partial
differential equation is used to control the process of the polygon mesh fairing. The diffusion equation
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Fig. 1. The umbrella operator depends only on edge lengths. Thus, it does not distinguish cases (a) and (b). Mean curvature
operator depends on angles and lengths, and hence the cases (a) and (b) have the different approximated curvature.
can be deﬁned as follows:
S
t
= ∇2S, (1)
where ∇2 is the Laplacian and S represents a given polygon mesh. For simplicity, Eq. (1) is usually solved
by a ﬁnite difference approach using the following iterative process:
St+1 = St + ∇2St , (2)
where  is a user-deﬁned constant. In practice, a so-called umbrella operator is adopted to linearly
approximate the Laplacian. The umbrella operator is deﬁned as follows:
U(xi) = 1∑
j j
∑
j
j xj − xi ,
where the weights j can be chosen in many different ways, and xi is a vertex of the mesh or surface.
The simplest choice is to set the weights equal to one. Another choice that leads to ideal results is to
set the weights as the inverse distances between xi and its neighbors xj , that is i = ‖xi − xj‖−1 (see
Fig. 1).
Laplacian smoothing is simple, and so far it is the most commonly used technique for mesh smoothing.
Many modiﬁcations and improvements have been proposed (see [10,12,17,18,20,22–24]) for achieving
various speciﬁc aims. Perhaps the most interesting modiﬁcations and improvements presented in this
direction is Taubin’s ﬁlter and the mean curvature ﬂow. Here, we discuss these two approaches towards
mesh fairing in detail.
As we know, Laplacian smoothing has shrinkage effect. To avoid the shrinkage, Taubin presented in
[20] an approach using two scale factors of opposite signs with the negative factor of larger magnitude
in the Laplacian smoothing. The diffusion equation that Taubin used can be deﬁned by the following
iterative equation:
S˜t = St + U(St ),
St+1 = S˜t + U(S˜t ),
where > 0, < − . Combining these two successive steps, we arrive at
St+1 = St + ( + )U(St ) + U2(St ). (3)
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Taking  = − in (3), we get a special case of the Taubin method, that is, the so-called bi-Laplacian
smoothing
St+1 = St − 2U2(St ).
Taubin’s ﬁlter ampliﬁes low-frequency information in order to balance the shrinking for meshes with
arbitrary connectivity. However, the bi-Laplacian ﬂow does not enhance low-frequency surface features.
Desbrun et al. [10] used the following mean curvature ﬂow instead of Laplacian diffusion equation:
xi
t
= −Hi ni , (4)
whereHi and ni are themean curvature and the outer unit normal vector at xi , respectively.Mean curvature
ﬂow smoothes the surface by moving the surface along the normal direction with a speed proportional to
curvatures, and achieves the best smoothing result with respect to the shape.
Desbrun et al. used the following deﬁnition of mean curvature normal to build the operator for meshes
with arbitrary connectivity:
lim
diam A→0
∇A
2A
= Hi ni ,
where A is the area of a small region surrounding xi , and ∇A is the gradient of A with respect to the
coordinates of xi . Therefore, the discretized mean curvature normal can be derived as
Hi ni = 14A
∑
j∈N1(i)
(cot(j ) + cot(j ))(xj − xi), (5)
where j and j represent the angles opposite to the edge xixj , and N1(i) is the index set of the neighbors
(or 1-ring neighbors) of xi (see Fig. 1(c)).
Since the shape of an object is independent of the choice of an external coordinate system, the evolution
should rely only on the surface itself. Therefore, the evolution should depend on intrinsic properties of
surface or mesh. From Fig. 1, we know that umbrella operator depends only on the edge lengths, and
does not distinguish cases (a) and (b), and assumes regular parametrization. Unlike the umbrella operator,
the mean curvature ﬂow is based on the geometric information instead of the topological information,
and is formulated so that the changes in the shape of the triangles are avoided. Because of the advantage
of the mean curvature ﬂow mentioned above, smoothing by the mean curvature ﬂow and its various
modiﬁcations have become popular in geometric image processing (see, for instance, [19] for references)
and surface mesh fairing. Now, similar to using mean curvature ﬂow, it is natural to think about the use of
Gaussian curvature ﬂow in computer vision and mesh processing. Some authors had studied the Gaussian
curvature ﬂow in surface evolution [2,3,8,9,13,14] and in image processing [1,6,15]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, Gaussian curvature ﬂow has not been introduced into mesh processing. A question
one may ask is: can this kind of curvature ﬂow be effective in surface mesh processing? In this paper, we
will answer this question.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some results about Gaussian
curvature ﬂow and Gaussian curvature-based surface evolution. These results are the basis of surface
smoothing by the diffusion process. In Section 3, we explain why Gaussian curvature ﬂow cannot be used
to smooth noisy meshes, and derive a Gaussian curvature-dependent smoothing scheme. In Section 4, we
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discuss the numerical simulations of the modiﬁed Gaussian curvature ﬂow. In Section 5, we present the
experimental results and demonstrate the effectiveness of the new fairing approach. Section 6 concludes
the paper and points out the directions for future research.
2. Some results on Gaussian curvature ﬂow
In this paper, S or S(., t) denotes a mesh or a compact surface which is regular, orientable without
boundary in the Euclidean space R3, xi a vertex of this mesh, and eij the edge (if existing) connecting xi
to xj . We use N1(i) to denote the index set of the neighbors (or 1-ring neighbors) of xi .
As we know, the Gauss curvature ﬂow evolves a closed surface S(., t) as follows:
S
t
= K n, (6)
where K is the Gaussian curvature of the surface S(., t). It is easy to prove that the enclosed volume V
evolves according to
V
t
= −
∮
K d,
where d is the element of area.
The main result on the total Gaussian curvature is the Gaussian–Bonnet theorem (see [5]). Namely
Lemma 2.1 (Gaussian–Bonnet theorem). Let S(., t) be an orientable compact surface, then∮
S(,.t)
K d = 2(S(., t)), (7)
where (S(., t)) is the Euler characteristic of S(., t).
In general, the Euler characteristic is a topological invariant. For a closed, orientable surface of genus
g, we have (S(., t)) = 2(1 − g). Now, it is easy to obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let S(., t) be an orientable compact surface, and it evolves with the ﬂow S/t =K n, then
the enclosed volume V evolves according to
V
t
= −4(1 − g). (8)
Therefore, dependingon thegenusof the surface, the evolutionprocesswill have the shrinking/expanding
effects or will be exact volume-preserving. The Gaussian curvature ﬂow was introduced by Firey [11],
who showed that it shrinks smooth, compact, strictly convex, and centrally symmetric hypersurfaces inR3
to round points, Chou [8] showed that if the initial surface is a compact, smooth, strictly convex surface,
then there exists a unique, smooth solution of the Gaussian curvature ﬂow, and the diffusion surface is
strictly convex, and converges to a point q ∈ R3. Chow [9] proved that, under certain restrictions on
the second fundamental form of the initial surface, the Gaussian curvature ﬂow shrinks smooth compact
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Fig. 2. The difference of Gaussian curvature ﬂow and mean curvature ﬂow in mesh processing: (a) Original octahedron; (b) the
result of Gaussian curvature ﬂow evolution; (c) the result of mean curvature ﬂow evolution.
strictly convex hypersurfaces to round points. In [2,3], Andrews showed that the Gaussian curvature ﬂow
shrinks compact convex hypersurfaces to round points.
In the last few years, the theory of the Gaussian curvature ﬂow has been generalized to a class of
nonconvex surfaces. For example, in [13], Ishii et al. studied the existence and the uniqueness of a
viscosity solution to the PDE that describes the time evolution of a nonconvex graph by a convexiﬁed
Gaussian curvature. In [14], Ishii et al. discussed the existence and the uniqueness of the motion (or time
evolution) of a nonconvex compact set which evolves by a convexiﬁed Gaussian curvature in Rn (n2),
by the level set approach in the theory of viscosity solutions. In this paper, the above-mentioned work is
the basis of our approach to the mesh (or surface) fairing.
3. Fairing mesh using Gaussian curvature ﬂow
In this section, we will discuss mesh smoothing using the Gaussian curvature ﬂow.
3.1. Convex mesh fairing
For a convex surface, the Gaussian curvature is nonnegative, the discrete Gaussian curvature ﬂow
moves every vertex in the inner normal direction with speed equal to a discrete approximation of the
Gaussian curvature at the vertex. The ﬁgures in the following (see Fig. 2(b)) demonstrate that a ﬂat
region remains ﬂat for ﬁnite nonzero time before the entire octahedron becomes strictly convex under
the Gaussian curvature ﬂow evolution. This is in contrast to mean curvature ﬂow where the octahedron
becomes strictly convex quickly (see Fig. 2(c)).
For the Gaussian curvature motion (6), the evolved convex surface shrinks to the zero according to Eq.
(8). In fact, consider the volume V (t) enclosed by the surface S(., t), it is easy to see
V (t) = V (0) − 4t .
3.2. Nonconvex mesh fairing
Fig. 3 shows that the Gaussian curvature ﬂow leads to instabilities. The ﬁgure also demonstrates that
the Gaussian curvature ﬂow cannot be applied to arbitrary meshes for smoothing. The main reason is that
the Gaussian curvature ﬂow makes the concave part of the mesh sharper when it smoothes the convex
part. Observe that the points on the convex part and concave part should move in the opposite directions.
We will establish a new ﬂow equation based on the Gauss curvature such that convex points move inward,
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Fig. 3. Gaussian curvature ﬂow leads to instabilities: (a) Original ring; (b) evolving result by Gaussian curvature ﬂow.
Table 1
Gaussian curvature ﬂow diffusion direction of velocity of a point on a surface with respect to point type
Classiﬁcation Evolution direction
Elliptic convex: K > 0, H > 0 Inward: −n
Elliptic concave: K > 0, H < 0 Outward: n
Hyperbolic: K < 0, H = 0 Inward:(or outward:) −n(or n)
Parabolic: K = 0 Velocity is zero
H = 0,K = 0 Velocity is zero
and concave points move outward. We now consider constraints on elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic
points to determine the appropriate direction of the velocity vector for each depending only on curvatures
(k1, k2), where k1 and k2 denote the higher and the lower magnitude principal curvatures, respectively.
A point p on a regular surface S is classiﬁed based on the sign of its Gaussian curvature K(p) and mean
curvature H(p) as given in the following Table 1. We establish a direction for the movement of the point
p as follows:
• The elliptic convex points should move inward, elliptic concave points should move outward. Our aim
is to make K(p) lower with surface diffusion.
• In the hyperbolic points case, if k1(p)=−k2(p) (H = 0), we let the saddle points not move. Now, we
consider an arbitrary saddle point p with |k1(p)|> |k2(p)|. The velocity at p can be in the direction
of the higher-magnitude curvature k1(p)n, or the lower-magnitude curvature k2(p)n, and can be zero.
First, suppose that p moves along k1(p)n, we conclude that |k1| must become lower with surface
diffusion, and |k2| must become higher with surface diffusion. The process will be repeated until
k1 = −k2, that is H = 0. Second, suppose that p moves along −k2(p)n with surface diffusion, we
conclude that |k2| must become lower with surface diffusion. The process will be repeated until K =0.
If the velocity at p is zero, then the saddle point p does not move at all.
• For parabolic points, since the Gaussian curvatureK=0, the parabolic point should have zero velocity.
Now, we can give a summary (see Table 1) for the direction of the Gaussian curvature ﬂow during surface
diffusion. Roughly speaking, our main idea of mesh smoothing is that we change the direction of diffusion
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when convex surface converts into concave surface. To achieve this goal, we establish the following ﬂow:
S
t
=
{
sign(H)K n, K > 0, H = 0,
K n, K < 0,
0, K = 0 or H = 0,
(9)
where ||< 1. According to our experiments, a better choice is || = 0–0.0005.
As we know, in the discrete case, H may be zero even if H = 0 in the continuous case. On the contrary,
when H = 0 in the continuous case, H may be greater or less than zero in the discrete case. Therefore,
for the sake of stability of algorithm, our fairing model is changed to
S
t
=
{
H n, |H |< 	,
sign(H)K n, K > 0, |H |	,
K n, K < 0, |H |	,
(10)
here 	 is a small positive parameter. According to our numerical simulations, the better choice is 	 =
0.01–0.5.
3.3. Adaptive anisotropic fairing
The Laplace diffusion, Taubin diffusion, mean curvature ﬂow diffusion, or their combinations men-
tioned above are classiﬁed as isotropic diffusion-type fairing. The factor  and  in Taubin’s approach
remains constant in an isotropic diffusion operation, regardless of the diffusion direction. An isotropic
diffusion operation can eliminate noise very effectively but also smooth out important features. An adap-
tive anisotropic fairing uses a function of two principal curvatures, k1 and k2, as the weights for each
diffusion direction. The adaptive anisotropic fairing schemes of (2) and (4) are as follows:
St+1 = St + (k1, k2)U(St ), (11)
or
xi
t
= −(k1, k2)Hi ni , (12)
where (k1, k2) is an anisotropic diffusion weighting function. With a proper design of (k1, k2) in
accordance with diffusion directions, the anisotropic fairing scheme can effectively remove the noise and
at the same time preserve the shape of corners and edges.
Meyer et al. in [16] used the following rules to determine the value of (k1, k2):
(k1, k2) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if |k1|T and |k2|T ,
0 if |k1|>T and |k2|>T and K > 0,
k1/H if k1 = min(|k1|, |k2|, |H |),
k2/H if k2 = min(|k1|, |k2|, |H |),
1 if |H | = min(|k1|, |k2|, |H |),
(13)
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where T is a user-deﬁned constant. In [7], Chen et al. gave the following weighting function (k1, k2) of
a bi-directional curvature mapping:
(k1, k2) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if |k1|T and |k2|T ,
0 if |k1| |k2|T ,
e−(k2/k1−1)2 − e−1 if |k1|T , |k2|>T,
e−((2T −k2)/k1−1)2 − e−1 if |k1|>T, and T < |k2|< 2T .
(14)
In this paper, we simply determine the value of (k1, k2) by
(k1, k2) = 11 + |K| , (15)
where 1<∞. According to our experiment results, the smoothing scheme with  = 1–3 produces
desirable results. Then, our ﬁnal algorithm is the following anisotropic smoothing scheme:
S
t
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
1 + KH n, |H |< 	,
1
1 + K sign(H)K n, K > 0, |H |	,

1 + KK n, K < 0, |H |	.
(16)
4. Implementation
4.1. Normal computation
In this paper, we compute vertex normal using the so-called “mean weighted by angle” algorithm
proposed in [21] in 1998:
ni =
∑
j∈N1(i)
j
(xj − xi) × (xj+1 − xj )
|(xj − xi) × (xj+1 − xj )| , (17)
where j is the angle between the two edge vector eij and ei(j+1) of the jth facet sharing the vertex xi
with ei(n+1) = ei1. The j can be quickly computed from the cross product of the edge vectors by the
formula
j = arcsin |(xj − xi) × (xj+1 − xi)||xj − xi‖xj+1 − xi | . (18)
4.2. Gaussian curvature computation
A discretization of the Gaussian Ki at a vertex xi depends on the vertices in a local neighborhood. A
discretization algorithm that seems ideal for our needs was described in [17].We can express the Gaussian
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curvature at xi as
Ki = 3∑
j∈N1(i) j
⎛⎝2 − ∑
j∈N1(i)

j
⎞⎠ , (19)
where 
i is the angle between xixj and xixj+1, j is the area of the triangle xjxixj+1.
There are other point-wise deﬁnitions for the discrete Gaussian curvature. For instance, Meyer et al.
[16] gave a formula similar to (19). They divided 2 −∑j∈N1(i) 
j by an area which is different from
3/
∑
j∈N1(i) j and obtain
Ki = 1
AMixed
⎛⎝2 − ∑
j∈N1(i)

j
⎞⎠ , (20)
whereAMixed is the area of Voronoi region (see [16] for detail).
4.3. Explicit fairing
We ﬁnally present the numerical algorithm. Substituting (5), (17) and (19) (or (20)) into (16), we get
the following discretized smoothing scheme:
Snew = Sold +  ∗
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
1 + K(Sold)H(Sold)n(Sold), |H |< 	,
1
1 + K(Sold)sign(H(Sold))K(Sold)n(Sold), K > 0, |H |	,

1 + K(Sold)K(Sold)n(Sold), K < 0, |H |	,
(21)
where  is a user-deﬁned time step length.
5. Experiment results
Important shape features such as ridges and corners often exist in mesh models with random noise.
A good fairing scheme should effectively remove the noise and preserve geometric feature of the mesh.
This section illustrates the numerical simulations of our approach for a class of typical models. Fig. 4
demonstrates that the anisotropic Gaussian curvature ﬂow preserves and enhances sharp features like
edges or corners of a surface. In Figs. 5 and 6, we show how well our approach is able to smooth a mesh
and preserve the nonlinear feature of the mesh, while Taubin’s (, ) ﬁltering, the bi-Laplacian smoothing
and the mean curvature ﬂow all blur badly the ridges and corners.
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Fig. 4. (a) Original octahedron; (b) with a uniform noise added; (c) after 40 iterations; (d) after 80 iterations; (e) after 100
iterations; (f) after 120 iterations. All these results are obtained with time step length  = 0.001,  = 2, 	 = 0.001,  = 0.0005.
Fig. 5. (a) Original polygon mesh; (b) model with a uniform noise added; and (c) the result of our fairing approach. The result
is obtained with time step length  = 0.001,  = 2, 	 = 0.001,  = 0.0005.
6. Conclusion
We have investigated mesh fairing using the modiﬁed Gaussian curvature ﬂow. We ﬁnd that if the
evolution direction of the modiﬁed Gaussian curvature ﬂow is dictated by the mean curvature normal,
and while its magnitude is a properly deﬁned function of the Gaussian curvature, then the modiﬁed
Gaussian curvature ﬂow is a good mesh smoothing scheme. We incorporate anisotropy into the Gaussian
curvature ﬂow to denoise and sharpen nonlinear features like the curved edges which typically appear
in CAD models. Experimental results show that our anisotropic Gaussian curvature ﬂow reproduces the
sharp features with very high quality comparing with the previous approaches. Our method is easy to
implement and very efﬁcient. The weakness of the approach is that the temporal direction discretization
currently used is explicit, the inherent problem with this approach is that explicit methods behave poorly
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Fig. 6. (a) Original fandisk; (b) with a uniform noise added; (c)–(f) the results after 10, 20, 30, 40 iterations of our fairing approach,
respectively; (g) the result after four iterations of mean curvature ﬂow; (h) the result after 30 iterations of Taubin’s (, ) ﬁltering;
(i) result after 60 iterations of bi-Laplacian smoothing.1 Results (c)–(f) are obtained with time step length  = 0.001,  = 2,
	 = 0.001,  = 0.0005, the others are obtained with time step length 0.001.
if the system is stiff, and in order to converge to the correct solution it is necessary to use small time
steps. Therefore, the future research is to design an implicit integration scheme to avoid the time step
limitation.
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